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The Zel'dovih e�et and evolution of atomi Rydberg spetra along the Periodi

Table
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P. O. Box 400714, Charlottesville, VA 22904-4714

In 1959 Ya. B. Zel'dovih predited that the bound-state spetrum of the non-relativisti Coulomb

problem distorted at small distanes by a short-range potential undergoes a peuliar reonstrution

whenever this potential alone supports a low-energy sattering resonane. However doumented

experimental evidene of this e�et has been laking. Previous theoretial studies of this phe-

nomenon were on�ned to the regime where the range of the short-ranged potential is muh smaller

than Bohr's radius of the Coulomb �eld. We go beyond this limitation by restriting ourselves to

highly-exited s states. This allows us to demonstrate that along the Periodi Table of elements

the Zel'dovih e�et manifests itself as systemati periodi variation of the Rydberg spetra with a

period proportional to the ubi root of the atomi number. This dependene, whih is supported

by analysis of experimental and numerial data, has its origin in the binding properties of the ioni

ore of the atom.

PACS numbers: 03.65.-w, 32.30.-r, 31.15.-p, 71.35.-y.

I. INTRODUCTION

In a variety of appliations in physis it is important to

understand how is the normal Hydrogen spetrum mod-

i�ed if at small distanes the Coulomb law is replaed by

a entral short-ranged potential. An important aspet of

this problem is the existene of two length sales - the

Bohr radius of the Coulomb �eld aB and the range of

ation of short-range fores r0.
For example, in hadroni atoms formed by harged par-

tiles and antipartiles the large distane Coulomb at-

tration gives its way at short distanes to nulear fores

whose range r0 is signi�antly smaller than aB [1℄.

In ondensed matter physis a similar problem is that

of the energy spetrum of the Wannier-Mott exiton [2℄.

When in a semiondutor an eletron is exited into the

ondution band, a bound state with a hole left in the va-

lene band an form. Due to the large dieletri onstant

of the medium the eletron and the hole in the exiton

are spatially well-separated. Therefore the eletron-hole

interation is a Coulomb attration modi�ed at short dis-

tanes. In this ontext aB an exeed many times r0
whih is of the order of the Hydrogen Bohr radius.

Zel'dovih was apparently the �rst to reognize that in

the limit r0 ≪ aB the spetrum of the distorted Coulomb

problem is peuliar [3℄. Sine the entrifugal barrier de-

reases the probability of partile penetration in the re-

gion of small distanes r, the e�et of the short-range

potential is strongest for the states of zero angular mo-

mentum. In this ase the radial motion of a partile of

mass m and energy E in a entral potential U(r) is de-
sribed by the one-dimensional Shrödinger equation [4℄

d2χ

dr2
+

2m

~2
(E − U(r))χ = 0 (1)

where χ(r)/r is the radial wave funtion. Zel'dovih

hose U(r) = −~
2/maBr for r ≥ r0 and U(r) = Us(r)

otherwise and demonstrated that as long as the short-

range potential Us(r) is not resonant, its e�et is weak.
If, on the other hand, Us(r) has a low-energy satter-

ing resonane, a drasti reonstrution of the spetrum

takes plae. Using the example of the square well of

depth U0 he stated that as the dimensionless oupling

onstant w ≃ mr20U0/~
2
inreases, the spetrum of the

problem En(w) evolves in a fashion resembling a sharp

dereasing stairase. The steps are loated at ritial val-

ues of w at whih bound states our in Us(r) only. As

w goes through the �rst threshold, the Coulomb levels

En (n ≥ 2) quikly fall to En−1 while the ground state

E1 rapidly drops downward. The relative width of the

region where the spetrum reonstrution takes plae,

∆w/w ≃ r0/aB ≪ 1, is narrow, and qualitatively the

same pattern repeats itself upon passing through every

subsequent resonane.

A similar spetral behavior has been found by Popov

[5℄ in his analysis of the Dira equation for an eletron in

a �eld of the bare nuleus of harge Ze with Z > 137.

The Zel'dovih e�et has been re-disovered in the

spetra of hadroni atoms, and its generality has been

demonstrated for any interation with two widely di�er-

ent spatial sales [6℄.

Various aspets of the spetrum reonstrution have

been investigated by Popov and ollaborators [7℄. Their

study was motivated by then existing experimental evi-

dene of the large 1s-level shift in the proton-antipropton
atom whih was naturally linked to the Zel'dovih e�et.

Later it beame lear that the experimental level shifts

are small and the interest in the phenomenon delined.

As far as we know, at this time there is no doumented

experimental evidene of the Zel'dovih e�et. This is

not surprising beause the spetrum reonstrution takes

plae in a narrow range of parameters in the viinity of

low-energy resonanes. However a given experimental

system is unlikely to be near resonane. A systemati

searh for the Zel'dovih e�et would onsist in looking
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for spetral hanges in response to tuning of the en-

tral part of the potential whih is often impossible - the

strength of the nulear fore annot be hanged in the

laboratory.

Reently Karnakov and Popov [8℄ pointed out that the

Zel'dovih spetrum reonstrution takes plae for a Hy-

drogen atom as a funtion of the external magneti �eld

thus providing an example of a system where a systemati

searh for the e�et might be possible. Although the phe-

nomenon is observable in numerial studies, diret exper-

imental evidene is laking and may only ome from as-

trophysial observations as the pertinent magneti �elds

are omparable to those on the surfae of a neutron star.

The goal of this paper is to demonstrate that evolu-

tion of the Rydberg spetra of ordinary atoms along the

Periodi Table provides diret evidene of the Zel'dovih

e�et. Sine the ondition r0 ≪ aB does not hold in

atomi systems, the way the phenomenon manifests it-

self is less dramati - we will show that it an be seen as

a systemati periodi spetral modulation as a funtion

of the ubi root of atomi number Z.
It is known that for a highly exited s eletron of a Ry-

dberg atom the e�et of polarization of the ioni ore is

negligible ompared to that of the wave funtion penetra-

tion in the entral region of the atom [9℄. Therefore the

eletron dynamis an be adequately desribed by Eq.(1)

where the e�etive entral �eld U(r) at large distanes is
that of a positively harged ion of harge e. On the other

hand, starting from distanes of the order of the size of

the ioni ore r0 ≃ aB the �eld felt by the eletron begins

to deviate from the −e2/r form on-average dereasing, as

r → 0, to −Ze2/r. By inreasing Z along the Periodi

Table Nature systematially deepens the inner part of

the potential leaving the outer −e2/r tail intat. Thus

by analyzing the Rydberg spetra as a funtion of atomi

number Z it may be possible to orrelate them with the

binding properties of the ioni ore whih will onstitute

evidene of the Zel'dovih e�et.

In atomi physis the motion of an eletron in the �eld

of a residual atomi ion has been studied in the past.

Approximating the potential of the ioni ore by that of

the Thomas-Fermi or Thomas-Fermi-Dira theories Lat-

ter [10℄ omputed numerially the single-eletron term

values from 1s to 7d for all atoms. His ns spetra as a

funtion of atomi number Z for largest n studied learly

show modulations on a dereasing energy urve. It is

well-known that the large n atomi spetra are desribed

by the Rydberg formula [9℄

En = − ~
2

2ma2B

1

(n− µ)2
(2)

where µ is the quantum defet whih in the limit n→ ∞
does not depend on n. Latter's results imply that the de-

pendene of the quantum defet µ on Z has modulations

superimposed on an inreasing urve.

The µ(Z) dependene has been numerially omputed

by Manson [11℄ and by Fano, Theodosiou and Dehmer

[12℄ who used the Hartree-Slater model [13℄ to approx-

imate the potential of the ioni ore of the atom. Al-

though the periodi variations of µ(Z) are strongly ob-

sured by the shell e�ets (inluded in the Hartree-Slater

model), Fano, Theodosiou and Dehmer argued that they

are there and that there is a orrelation between the

loation of radial nodes of the funtion χ from Eq.(1)

near r0 and the slope of the µ(Z) dependene. In view

of the osillation theorem [4℄ the nodal struture of the

funtion χ is intimately related to the binding properties

whih suggests that systemati periodi variations of Ry-

dberg spetra as funtion of Z might be related to the

Zel'dovih e�et.

In order to demonstrate that this onnetion is orret

below we ompute the upper part of the spetrum of the

modi�ed Coulomb problem not assuming that r0 ≪ aB.
We show that the stairase reonstrution taking plae

for r0 ≪ aB and the spetral modulations for r0 ≃ aB
are di�erent limiting ases of the same phenomenon -

sensitivity to the binding properties of the inner part of

the potential whih we ontinue to all the Zel'dovih

e�et. We also ompare our results for µ(Z) with avail-

able experimental and numerial data to show that the

phenomenon is observable.

The organization of this paper is as follows. In Setion

II we provide a short derivation of the Rydberg formula

(2) and arrive at the expression for the quantum defet

in terms of the dimensionless range of the inner potential

and its sattering length. This general result is further

analyzed in the r0 ≪ aB limit and the main features

of the Zel'dovih spetral reonstrution are reovered

(Setion IIA). In Setion IIB we establish a relationship

between the Zel'dovih e�et and Levinson's theorem of

quantum mehanis. This is followed (Setion IIC) by

the analysis of the opposite r0 ≫ aB limit where we

demonstrate that the Zel'dovih e�et manifests itself in

the form of a spetral modulation whose origin still lies in

the binding properties of the inner potential Us(r). These
general �ndings are illustrated in Setion IID where we

use the exatly-solvable example of the retangular well

as a model for the inner potential. In Setion IIE we

observe that only a treatment more aurate than semi-

lassial an apture the Zel'dovih e�et.

Setion III fouses on the omputation of the system-

ati quantum defet of the Rydberg eletron as a funtion

of atomi number Z. First (Setion IIIA), for the inner

potential having an attrative Coulombi singularity at

the origin, we derive a semilassial expression for the

quantum defet and show that it is equal to the number

of de Broglie's half-waves �tting inside the inner potential

minus a ontribution proportional to (r0/aB)
1/2

. Going

beyond the semilassial approximation we also demon-

strate that the Zel'dovih modulation of the quantum de-

fet is a periodi funtion of the number of de Broglie's

half-waves �tting inside the ioni ore of the atom. This

is followed by an expliit alulation based on Latter's

model of the ioni ore [10℄. First, the semilassial quan-

tum defet is alulated as a funtion of Z1/3
(Setion
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IIIB). Then (in Setion IIIC) a full omputation ap-

turing the Zel'dovih e�et is performed. An important

ingredient here is an approximate alulation of the sat-

tering length of the ioni ore of the atom. Both the

sattering length and the related Zel'dovih modulation

of the quantum defet turned out to be nearly periodi

funtions of Z1/3
.

In Setion IV the results of our systemati alula-

tion are ompared with experimental and numerial data.

First, we observe that the bulk of the quantum defet val-

ues is well-aptured semilassially. Then (Setion IVA)

we demonstrate that the gross features of the deviation

away from semilassis are due to the e�ets of the shell

struture. This is done by establishing and demonstrat-

ing a orrelation between the variation of the radius of

the ioni ore of the atom and orresponding variation

of the quantum defet. Finally, in Setion IVB a Fourier

analysis of the quantum defet variation with Z1/3
is on-

duted whih singles out the Zel'dovih e�et. As a by-

produt we also �nd a Z1/3
periodi ontribution oming

from the shell e�ets.

We onlude (Setion V) by outlining our main result

and diretions of future work.

II. DISTORTED COULOMB PROBLEM AND

QUANTUM DEFECT

We will be interested in the low energy bound states

with the lassial turning point being far away from the

boundary of the entral region, i. e. ~
2/maB|E| ≫ r0.

Then the quikest way to derive the spetrum is via semi-

lassial arguments derived from those given by Migdal

[14℄:

For r0 < r < ~
2/maB|E| the semilassial solution to

Eq.(1) an be written in two equivalent forms:

χsc ∝ 1√
p
sin







1

~

~
2/maB |E|
∫

r

pdr +
π

4







∝ 1√
p
sin





1

~

r
∫

r0

pdr + α





(3)

where p = (−2m|E| + 2~2/raB)
1/2

is the momentum.

The �rst representation in Eq.(3) is the standard result

with the phase of π/4 improving on the de�ieny of

the semilassial approximation near the lassial turning

point, while the yet undetermined phase α in the seond

representation in Eq.(3) both orrets for the failure of

the semilassial approximation in a Coulomb �eld at dis-

tanes r . aB and aounts for the short-range potential

Us(r).
For r0 < r ≪ ~

2/maB|E| the Shrödinger equation (1)
simpli�es to

d2χ

dr2
+

2

raB
χ = 0 (4)

and an be exatly solved:

χ ∝ r1/2
(

J1(
√

8r/aB)− Y1(
√

8r/aB) tan δ
)

(5)

where Jν(x) and Yν(x) are the order ν Bessel funtions of
the �rst and seond kind respetively [15℄. The solution

(5) is a linear ombination of the regular J1(0) = 0 and ir-
regular Y1(0) = ∞ Coulomb funtions of zero energy, and

for the purely Coulomb problem, Us(r) = −~
2/maBr,

one has to reover tan δ = 0.
For aB ≪ r ≪ ~

2/maB|E| the semilassial approx-

imation is aurate, and the seond representation of

Eq.(3) yields χ ∝ r1/4 sin(
√

8r/aB −
√

8r0/aB + α).
On the other hand, the r ≫ aB limit of (5) is χ ∝
r1/4 sin(

√

8r/aB − π/4 + δ) whih determines α in (3)

to be

√

8r0/aB − π/4 + δ. It also implies that δ in (5)

is the zero-energy phase shift due to the small-distane

deviation of the potential from the Coulomb form.

The energy spetrum an be found from the require-

ment that the semilassial expressions (3) oinide.

Combined with α =
√

8r0/aB − π/4 + δ this gives the

quantization rule

1

~

~
2/maB |E|
∫

r0

pdr = πn− δ − x0 (6)

where dimensionless parameter

x0 =

√

8r0
aB

(7)

measures the range of the short-range fores. Calulating

the integral we arrive at Eq.(2) with δ = πµ whih is the

statement of Seaton's theorem [9℄ relating the quantum

defet to the zero-energy phase shift.

The range of appliability of Eq.(2), n − µ ≫
(r0/aB)

1/2 ≃ x0, follows from the ondition |E| ≪
~
2/maBr0 whih also implies that in order to alulate

the quantum defet entering the spetrum (2), we only

need to math (5) with its zero energy ounterpart at

r < r0.
We proeed by omputing h = [d lnχ/d ln r]r→r0+0,

the logarithmi derivative of the funtion (5) evaluated

at the boundary of the inner region:

h =
x0
2

J0(x0)− Y0(x0) tanπµ

J1(x0)− Y1(x0) tanπµ
(8)

where we used δ = πµ. The quantum defet µ is deter-

mined by equating (8) to hs = [d lnχ/d ln r]r→r0−0 whih

an be found by solving the E = 0 Shrödinger equation

(1) for r < r0 with U(r) = Us(r):

d2χ

dr2
− 2m

~2
Us(r)χ = 0 (9)

The parameter hs an be equivalently expressed in terms

of the sattering length orresponding to the inner po-

tential only. Indeed for motion in a short-range potential
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Figure 1: Quantum defet for Us(r) = 0 as a funtion of the

range parameter x0, Eq.(7), and its x0 ≫ 1 limit, µ(0, x0) =
3/4− x0/π (shown in gray sale).

the sattering length as is de�ned from the asymptoti

r → ∞ behavior χ(r) ∝ 1 − r/as of the solution to (9).

For a potential well identially vanishing for r > r0, this
is also the exat behavior outside the well with the im-

pliation that [3, 7℄

h−1
s =

(

d lnχ(r → r0 − 0)

d ln r

)−1

= 1− as
r0

(10)

Then substituting h = hs in Eq.(8) and using (10) we

arrive at the formula for the quantum defet

tanπµ =
2x−1

0 J1(x0) + (as/r0 − 1)J0(x0)

2x−1
0 Y1(x0) + (as/r0 − 1)Y0(x0)

(11)

If the short-distane potential is seleted in the form

Us(r) = −~
2/maBr, i. e. we have the ordinary Coulomb

problem in the whole spae, the quantum defet µ enter-

ing the Rydberg formula (2) must vanish identially. It is

straightforward to verify that this is indeed the ase: the

E = 0 inner r < r0 solution to (1), χ ∝ r1/2J1(
√

8r/aB),
leads to the expression for the sattering length nullify-

ing the numerator of (11). This argument de�nes the

zero of the quantum defet and implies that µ is nees-

sarily positive if for all r ≤ r0 the inner potential Us(r) is
more attrative than the Coulomb potential −~

2/maBr;
otherwise the quantum defet is negative. For example,

for Us(r) = 0 the quantum defet µ(0, x0) is a neg-

ative monotonially dereasing funtion of x0 suh as

µ = −x40/32 for x0 ≪ 1, and µ = 3/4 − x0/π in the

opposite x0 ≫ 1 limit. The µ(0, x0) dependene as well
as its x0 ≫ 1 limit are shown in Fig. 1.

−8

−6

−4

−2

 0

 2

 4

 6

 0  1  2  3  4

µ

aB
2πas

Figure 2: Graphial solution of Eq.(12); x0 = 1/30 has been

used to onstrut the graph. The quantum defet µ is given

by the intersetions of the right-hand side of (12) with the

line of onstant aB/2πas.

A. Zel'dovih e�et in the r0 ≪ aB limit

For x0 ≪ 1 Eq.(11) simpli�es to a form aumulating

the physis of the Zel'dovih e�et:

aB
2πas

≡ 4

πx20(1− h−1
s )

= − cotπµ− 2

π
ln

2

γx0
(12)

where ln γ = 0.5772 is Euler's onstant. Terms of higher

order in x0 whih for Us(r) = 0 lead to small negative

values of the quantum defet are negleted in (12).

We veri�ed that Eq.(12) mathes the upper portion of

the ns spetrum whih for r0 ≪ aB is known in losed

form for any n [7℄. We also note that with some e�ort

Eq.(12) an be dedued from the expression for the phase

shift of the proton-proton sattering given by Landau and

Smorodinskii [16℄: in their formula we have to (i) reverse

the sign of the Bohr radius, (ii) take the limit of zero

energy, and (iii) employ Seaton's theorem [9℄ δ = πµ.
Fig. 2 shows the dependene of aB/2πas on µ given by

Eq.(12); its inverse µ(aB/2πas) is a multivalued funtion

onsisting of a series of inreasing step-like urves sand-

wihed between nearest non-negative integers. The slope

of µ(aB/2πas) is small everywhere exept for the viinity

of half-integer µ.
Sine typially the entral potential Us(r) is not res-

onant, |hs| in (12) is not small. Then the magnitude

of the sattering length is of the order of the size of

the inner well, |as| ≃ r0 and aB/2π|as| ≃ 1/x20 is sig-

ni�antly larger than the last term in (12). This im-

plies that the quantum defet is very lose to an integer,

µ = −2as/aB (mod 1), with |as|/aB ≃ r0/aB ≪ 1. This
onlusion is in quantitative agreement with the results

of perturbation theory in as/aB when the deviation from

the Bohr Hydrogen formula is small [3, 17℄. It is ap-

pliable to an attrative non-resonant well of arbitrary

strength; for weak Us(r) whih annot support a bound
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state we have µ = −2as/aB > 0 [18℄ represented by the

leftmost intersetion in Fig. 2. We also note that the

spetrum is exatly Hydrogeni if the sattering length

is zero whih an be viewed as an analog of the Ramsauer

e�et [19℄: in the present ontext it refers to a resonant

phenomenon when the distortion of the Coulomb poten-

tial at small distanes is invisible to the low-energy bound

(or inident) partile.

Exatly at half-integer µ the sattering length is neg-

ative with the magnitude |as| = (aB/4) ln
−1(2/γx0) =

2r0x
−2
0 ln−1(2/γx0) signi�antly exeeding the size of the

entral region r0. This implies that the slope of the

µ(aB/2πas) dependene is largest when Us(r) itself is

almost resonant so that it supports a low-energy virtual

state. At the point of the steepest slope we also have

[dχ/dr]r=r0 ∝ hs ≃ (x20/2) ln(2/γx0) ≪ 1. Sine this is

pratially zero, one an equivalently say that the slope of

the µ(aB/2πas) dependene is largest when the antinode

of the funtion χ in Eq.(1) ours at the boundary of the

inner region r0. This riterion resembles that given by

Fano, Theodosiou and Dehmer [12℄ for the dependene

of the quantum defet µ on atomi number Z. We note

however, that for a Rydberg atom the size of the residual

ion does not satisfy the ondition r0 ≪ aB; this issue is
further addressed below.

If for all r the entral well is attrative, its e�et an

be quanti�ed by a single dimensionless oupling onstant

w ≃ mr20 |Us|/~2 > 0 where |Us| has a meaning of the

harateristi depth of the well. Then the inverse satter-

ing length a−1
s is known to be a monotonially inreasing

funtion of w [7℄ - an as dependene shown in Fig. 3 in

gray sale is typial and may help illustrate the argument

given below.

The step-like features of the funtion µ(aB/2πas) are
ampli�ed in the µ(w) dependene. Indeed, for w ≪ 1 the
sattering length as is very small and negative. Then the

line of onstant aB/2πas in Fig. 2 lies at very large nega-

tive values, the quantum defet satis�es µ = −2as/aB ≪
1, and the deviation from the normal Hydrogen spetrum

is small. As the well deepens, the oupling onstant w
inreases, the sattering length beomes more negative

and the horizontal line of onstant aB/2πas moves up-

ward. However as long as the well remains non-resonant,

the quantum defet µ will only grow very little. The

strongest inrease of µ(w) in response to deepening of the
well (and thus the largest deviation from the Bohr Hydro-

gen formula) ours when the sattering length reahes a

very large negative value as = −2r0x
−2

0 ln−1(2/γx0). For
x0 ≪ 1 this takes plae very lose to a threshold value

of the oupling onstant w when the �rst bound state is

about to appear in Us(r). The relative width of the re-

onstrution region ∆w/w entered around µ = 1/2 thus
an be estimated from the saling behavior of the sat-

tering length near the threshold as ≃ r0w/∆w and the

ondition aB ≃ |as|. This leads to the original result of

Zel'dovih [3℄ ∆w/w ≃ r0/aB.

As the oupling onstant w inreases through the �rst

binding threshold, the inverse sattering length hanges

−2

−1

 0

 1

 2

 3

 4

 1  3  5

ζ

−2π

−π

0

π

2π

3π

4π

as
ro

µ

δ

x0=1/10
x0=1/2
x0=1
x0=2
x0=4

Figure 3: Evolution of the Zel'dovih e�et for the retangular

well of radius r0 and depth U0 for a series of range parameters

x0, Eq.(7), manifested in the dependenes of the quantum

defet µ on ζ = (8mU0r
2

0/π
2
~
2)1/2 ≃ w1/2

. The orrelation

with the binding properties of the well is seen from the plot of

the redued sattering length as/r0 (gray sale). Shown are

also the values of the zero-energy phase shift δ = πµ relating

the Zel'dovih e�et to Levinson's theorem.

sign, and the line of onstant aB/2πas in Fig. 2 enters

the region of positive values. After passing through the

reonstrution region, the positive sattering length de-

reases in magnitude, for as/aB ≪ 1 the quantum defet

is lose to unity, µ = 1− 2as/aB, and the deviation from

the normal Hydrogen spetrum is again small. In the re-

gion as ≃ r0 the sattering length does not vary strongly

with the depth of the well, and one an say that the

slope of the µ(w) dependene will be minimal when the

node of the funtion χ in Eq.(1) is near the boundary

of the entral region r0 whih parallels the riterion of

Fano, Theodosiou and Dehmer [12℄. Upon further in-

rease of the oupling onstant w, the sattering length

gets smaller and the line of onstant aB/2πas in Fig. 1

enters the region of very large positive values beoming

in�nite at as = 0.

To summarize, as as(w) goes through one omplete

yle dereasing from zero, passing through the binding

resonane, and then approahing zero from above, the

quantum defet µ(w) inreases from zero to unity in a

stairase fashion: it is mostly zero or unity exept for

the narrow region ∆w/w ≃ r0/aB ≪ 1, µ ≃ 1/2 near

the �rst binding threshold of Us(r). Combined with the

Rydberg formula (2) this implies that the Coulomb levels

En quikly fall to En−1 whih onstitutes the essene of

the Zel'dovih e�et [3℄.

As the oupling onstant w ontinues to inrease away

from as(w) = 0, the next yle, 1 < µ(w) < 2, begins and
qualitatively same pattern repeats itself. This remains

true for every subsequent yle with µ(w) sandwihed
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between nearest integers. Overall the quantum defet is

an inreasing funtion of w having the form of a stairase

with pratially integer plateaus and sharp steps loated

at half-integer µ. The steps orrespond to the presene

of the low-energy sattering resonanes in Us(r).

To illustrate this behavior we hoose the inner poten-

tial in the form of a retangular well of depth U0 whose

sattering length is given by as/r0 = 1− 2 tan(πζ/2)/πζ
with dimensionless parameter ζ = (8mU0r

2
0/π

2
~
2)1/2 ≃

w1/2
quantifying the depth of the well. The sattering

length diverges at odd values of ζ whih orrespond to

onseutive ourrenes of bound states in the well; the

respetive dependene of as/r0 on ζ is shown in Fig. 3

in gray sale. We also plot the dependenes of the quan-

tum defet µ on ζ found from the general expression (11)

for a series of representative x0. The analysis based on

Eq.(12) is illustrated by the x0 = 1/10 and x0 = 1/2
urves; the latter orresponds to the ase of the proton-

antiproton atom [7℄. These dependenes have the form of

stairases with nearly integer plateaus; the steepness of

the steps where the quantum defet varies by unity and

the �atness of the plateaus inrease as x0 gets smaller.

An inspetion reveals that the points of maximal slope

of µ(ζ) somewhat preede the sattering resonanes in

aordane with the analysis given above. This is seen

most learly for the ζ ≃ 1 step of the x0 = 1/2 urve.

Fig. 2 of Zel'dovih's work [3℄ has this feature as well.

From a pratial standpoint the steps an be onsidered

to oinide with the binding resonanes of the well.

The relative width of the reonstrution region ∆ζ/ζ
an be estimated as r0/aBζ

2
. Sine the threshold values

ζ grow linearly with the number of bound states, then

for �xed x0 the steepness of the steps inreases with ζ as
an be seen in Fig. 3. This is merely the onsequene of

the sharpening of the binding resonanes. Similarly the

�atness of the plateaus improves as ζ inreases, and the

points of least slope of the µ(ζ) dependene asymptoti-

ally approah even values of ζ. This is where the node
of the funtion χ in Eq.(1) oinides with the boundary

of the entral region, as = r0.

Finally we note that the quantum defet takes on ex-

atly integer values whenever the sattering length van-

ishes.

B. Connetion to Levinson's theorem

There is a deep parallel between the Zel'dovih reon-

strution of the upper E → 0 part of the Coulomb spe-

trum in the r0 ≪ aB limit and the low-energy sattering

by a short-range potential well. For a partile of energy

E = ~
2k2/2m whose wave vetor k is small in magni-

tude, kr0 ≪ 1, sattered by the short-range potential

Us(r) vanishing for r > r0 the sattering length as an

be de�ned [20℄ through the k → 0 limit of the relationship

1/kas = − cot δs(k) (13)

where δs(k) is the phase shift. Employing Seaton's theo-

rem [9℄ δ = πµ relating the quantum defet to the zero-

energy phase shift it is straightforward to realize that

Eqs.(12) and (13) are diret analogs. The Coulomb �eld

is haraterized by its own length sale, the Bohr ra-

dius aB. Its free partile ounterpart entering Eq.(13)

is the de Broglie wavelength 2π/k. The range of ap-

pliability of Eq.(12) r0 ≪ aB parallels the low-energy

ondition kr0 ≪ 1 neessary for Eq.(13) to hold. The

analysis whih led to the explanation of the Zel'dovih

e�et an be repeated for Eq.(13) with the onlusion

that the phase shift δs(k) as a funtion of the dimen-

sionless depth w of the sattering well has the form of a

sharp inreasing stairase whose plateaus pratially o-

inide with δs(k) = 0 (mod π). The steps where the phase
shift hanges by π are very narrow, ∆w/w ≃ kr0 ≪ 1,
and the points of steepest slope are loated at δs(k) ≃
π/2 (mod π). In the limit k → 0 the stairase beomes

perfet. This an be reognized as Levinson's theorem

[20℄ relating the number of bound states in a well with

the zero-energy sattering phase shift. We onlude that

for r0 ≪ aB the Zel'dovih e�et expressed in terms of

the zero-energy phase shift δ is the Coulombi ousin of

Levinson's theorem [21℄. A speial ase of this orrespon-

dene, the Ramsauer-like reovery of the normal Hydro-

gen spetrum for as = 0, was already mentioned earlier.

In the limit x0 =
√

8r0/aB → 0 Zel'dovih's stairase be-
omes perfet and idential to Levinson's stairase. This

an be understood as a result of taking the neutral limit,

aB → ∞, when the Coulomb part of the binding poten-

tial U(r) in (1) vanishes. From this viewpoint, Levinson's

theorem is a onsequene of the Zel'dovih e�et. To em-

phasize the onnetion to Levinson's theorem, in Fig. 3

we additionally show the zero-energy phase shift δ = πµ.
Fig. 3 also demonstrates that as x0 inreases, the

stairase µ(ζ) dependene with well-de�ned steps and

plateaus evolves into an inreasing funtion with mod-

ulations: the �plateaus� develop notieable slope and the

�steps� aquire a width. Moreover for su�iently large

x0 & 1 the stairase-like appearane seems to emerge

only for a su�iently deep well, i. e. large ζ. Another

feature is the presene of a negative o�set whih is a

growing funtion of x0. This is due to the fat that for

Us(r) = 0 the quantum defet is a monotonially dereas-

ing negative funtion of x0 as shown in Fig. 1.

C. Zel'dovih e�et in the r0 ≫ aB limit

In the x0 ≫ 1 limit Eq.(11) simpli�es to the form

as
r0

=
2

x0
cot(πµ+ x0 −

3π

4
) + 1 (14)

allowing model-independent treatment. The analysis of

Eq.(14) is onvenient to ondut in terms of the redued

quantum defetM = µ+x0/π−3/4 whose zero gives the
x0 ≫ 1 asymptoti of µ for Us(r) = 0. Eq.(14) an be
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Figure 4: Graphial solution of Eq.(14); x0 = 4 has been

used to onstrut the graph. The redued quantum defet

M = µ+x0/π−3/4 is given by the intersetions of the right-

hand side of (14) with the line of onstant as/r0.

investigated in a manner analogous to that of Eq.(12); a

brief summary is given below.

Fig. 4 shows the dependene of as/r0 on M = µ +
x0/π − 3/4 given by Eq.(14); its inverse M(as/r0) is a
multivalued funtion onsisting of a series of dereasing

step-like segments sandwihed between nearest integers.

The magnitude of the slope of M(as/r0) is smallest at

integerM whih ours at binding resonanes, as = ±∞,

i. e. when the antinode of the funtion χ in Eq.(1)

oinides with the boundary of the inner region r0. In the
viinity of integer M we �nd M = 2r0/πx0as (mod 1).
This translates into an expliit result for the quantum

defet µ = 3/4− x0/π + 2r0/πx0as (mod 1) valid in the

limit x0 ≫ 1 and r0/x0as ≪ 1, thus roughly overing the
range of |as| from r0 to in�nity. In the viinity of the �rst
binding resonane we have µ = 3/4− x0/π + 2r0/πx0as
whih is represented by the leftmost intersetion in Fig. 4.

The magnitude of the slope of the M(as/r0) depen-

dene is largest at half-integerM whih ours at as = r0,
i. e. when the node of the funtion χ in Eq.(1) oin-

ides with the boundary of the inner region r0. Sine

the redued quantum defet M is a dereasing funtion

of as/r0, and the sattering length as is a dereasing

funtion of the well depth w [7℄, then for �xed x0 the

parameter M (and thus the original quantum defet µ)
is an inreasing funtion of w.

In ontrast to the x0 ≪ 1 regime, here the step-

plateau features of the funtion M(as/r0) are generally
suppressed in theM(w) dependene. This is beause the
dependene of the sattering length as on the depth of

the well w is weakest in the region as ≃ r0 where the

M(as/r0) dependene shows a �step�. By the same to-

ken the �plateaus� aquire a notieable slope sine the

as(w) dependene is strongest near the binding reso-

nane, as = ±∞, i. e. where the M(as/r0) dependene
is weakest. As a result the dependene of the quantum
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Figure 5: Plot of the surfae of the relative quantum defet

∆µ(ζ, x0) = µ(ζ, x0) − µ(0, x0) for a retangular potential

well with dimensionless range and depth parameters x0 and

ζ, respetively, aording to Eq.(11).

defet µ on the depth of the well w is more appropriately

viewed as onsisting of modulations superimposed on an

inreasing urve. These modulations still have their ori-

gin in the binding properties of the inner potential Us(r).

D. Retangular well example

The analysis of Setions IIA and IIC is illustrated in

Fig. 5 where using the example of the retangular well

and Eq.(11) we plot the surfae of the relative quantum

defet ∆µ(ζ, x0) = µ(ζ, x0)− µ(0, x0). The point of sub-
trating µ(0, x0) from µ(ζ, x0) is to isolate the physis of
binding from the bakground µ(0, x0) whih is a mono-

tonially dereasing funtion of x0 shown in Fig. 1. The

peuliar shape of the resulting surfae an then be un-

derstood as follows:

For x0 ≪ 1 the bakground ontribution µ(0, x0)
is negligible (see Fig. 1), the relative quantum defet

∆µ(ζ, x0) redues to µ(ζ, x0) whih, aording to our ear-
lier analysis, is a stairase funtion of ζ with steps loated
at odd ζ, i. e. when the bound states our in the well.

For x0 ≫ 1 the bakground ontribution µ(0, x0) is

3/4 − x0/π, and we �nd that ∆µ(ζ, x0) = µ(ζ, x0) −
µ(0, x0) = µ(ζ, x0) + x0/π − 3/4 = M whih, aord-

ing to Fig. 4, is a dereasing stairase funtion of as/r0.
For not very deep well the dependene on ζ has a form

of a rounded stairase with �steps� and �plateaus� en-

tered at even (as = r0) and odd (as = ±∞) values

of ζ, respetively. In this regime the underlying step-

plateau harater of the M(as/r0) funtion is preserved

in the M(ζ) dependene due to the appreiable slope of

the as(ζ) dependene at as = r0 and relatively weak di-

vergene at as = ±∞. To reapitulate, both for x0 ≪ 1
and x0 ≫ 1 and not very deep well the relative quantum
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defet ∆µ(ζ, x0) is an inreasing stairase funtion of the

depth parameter ζ with the steps loated at odd (x0 ≪ 1)
or even (x0 ≫ 1) values of ζ. The rossover between the

two regimes an be seen in Fig. 5 as a relatively narrow

stripe of very weak modulations.

A qualitatively di�erent stairase-like dependene

emerges for x0 ≫ 1 and su�iently deep well beause as

ζ → ∞ the slope of the as(ζ) funtion at as = r0 tends

to zero while the binding resonanes, as = ±∞, beome

progressively more singular. As a result the �steps� and

�plateaus� swith plaes - the former beomes entered

at odd while the latter at even values of ζ. This is some-

what similar to what happens in the x0 ≪ 1 limit. This

observation explains why the small modulation rossover

stripe in Fig. 5 runs at an angle to the (∆µ, ζ) plane.

The important qualitative di�erene between the x0 ≪ 1
and x0, ζ ≫ 1 stairases is that the latter have �plateaus�
entered at half-integer values of M , thus orresponding

to the oinidene of a node of the funtion χ in Eq.(1)

with the boundary of the inner region r = r0.

E. Semilassial treatment

For most realisti models of the inner potential Us(r)
the exat analytial alulation of the sattering length

as entering the general expression for the quantum defet

Eq.(11) may not be possible. Therefore it is pertinent to

understand whether there is an approximate analytial

treatment apturing the Zel'dovih spetrum reonstru-

tion. This is espeially relevant to the x0 ≫ 1 regime

when the phenomenon manifests itself only as a modula-

tion of the quantum defet superimposed on a monotoni

urve.

For x0 ≫ 1 and su�iently smooth Us(r) the stan-

dard semilassial approximation is appliable, and the

orresponding solution to Eq.(9) an be written as

χsc(r) ∼ (S′(r))
−1/2

sin
S(r)

~
, (15)

where

S(r) =

r
∫

0

(−2mUs(r))
1/2 dr (16)

is the lassial ation aquired by a zero-energy partile

moving radially out from zero to r, and the prime in

Eq.(15) denotes di�erentiation with respet to r. The

semilassial expression for the sattering length whih

an be dedued from Eq. (15) with the help of Eq. (10)

has been given by Berry [22℄

as
r0

= 1−
(

− ~
2

2mr20Us(r0)

)1/2

tan
S0

~
(17)

where S0 ≡ S(r0). Eqs.(15) and (17), generalizing the

�retangular well� expressions for the wave funtion and

the sattering length, are appliable when the number of

de Broglie's half-waves S0/π~ �tting inside Us(r) is very
large. If we additionally assume the ontinuity of the

entral potential U(r) in Eq.(1) at the boundary of the

inner region,

Us(r0) = −~
2/maBr0, (18)

then Eq.(17) simpli�es to as/r0 = 1 − (2/x0) tan(S0/~).
Combining this with Eq.(14) we �nd an expliit semilas-

sial expression for the quantum defet

µsc =
3

4
− x0

π
+
S0

π~
− 1

2
(19)

whih an be interpreted as approximately the sum of

3/4 − x0/π, the quantum defet for Us(r) = 0, and the

number of de Broglie's half-waves S0/π~ �tting inside the
inner part of the potential; the estimate µsc ≃ S0/π~ has

been given earlier [9℄. The number of de Broglie's half-

waves an be estimated in terms of the dimensionless

depth of the inner well w ≃ mr20 |Us|/~2 as S0/π~ ≃ w1/2

whih implies that for �xed x0 the quantum defet (19)

is a monotonially inreasing funtion of w without any

modulations. We onlude that the Zel'dovih modula-

tions of the quantum defet are lost in the semilassial

approximation despite the fat that the orresponding

sattering length (17) does exhibit binding resonanes.

Thus for x0 ≫ 1 a treatment better than semilassial

is required to apture the deviations from monotoni be-

havior; a similar onlusion has been reahed earlier [12℄.

For the retangular well of radius r0 and depth

U0 haraterized by the oupling onstant ζ =
(8mU0r

2
0/π

2
~
2)1/2 the expression for the sattering

length (17) is exat, and then Eq.(19) predits that

µ = 1/4 − x0/π + ζ/2 = 1/4 − ζ/2 < 0. This is the

x0, ζ ≫ 1 value of the quantum defet in the middle of the

small modulation stripe in Fig. 5 whose lous, x0 = πζ,
an be dedued from Eq.(18). The quantum defet is

negative beause for ontinuous U(r) the short-distane
retangular well potential is always less attrative than

the Coulomb potential.

III. QUANTUM DEFECT OF RYDBERG

ELECTRON

Now when we understand the manifestations of the

Zel'dovih e�et, and what kind of auray is required to

approximately apture it, we begin omputing the quan-

tum defet of the Rydberg eletron as a funtion of po-

sition along the Periodi Table. The quantum defet is

given by the exat result Eq.(11) with r0 and as, being
the size and the sattering length of the residual atomi

ion, respetively, both dependent upon atomi number

Z. The resulting µ(Z) dependene will exhibit mod-

ulations both due to systemati (Zel'dovih) and shell

e�ets. As disussed in the Introdution, the shell ef-

fets obsure systemati trends making it di�ult to see
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that some modulations of µ(Z) have their origin in the

binding properties of the ioni ore. To irumvent this

inonveniene below we ondut a alulation apturing

only systemati e�ets. The omparison of the results

with both experimental and numerial data (addition-

ally ontaining the shell e�ets) will allow us to disentan-

gle physially di�erent soures of deviation from purely

monotoni behavior.

A. Method of omparison equations

The short-distane potential Us(r) haraterizing the

residual atomi ion will be assumed to math at its

boundary the Coulomb potential of unit harge [10℄,[12℄

(see Eq.(18)). As the Rydberg eletron moves inside the

ioni ore, the sreening of the nulear harge by the

inner shell eletrons diminishes whih implies that for

r < r0 the short-distane potential Us(r) is more attra-

tive than the Coulomb potential of unit harge. There-

fore the quantum defet is a neessarily positive and in-

reasing funtion of atomi number Z. As r → 0, the
inner potential approahes that of a nuleus of harge

Ze, i. e. Us(r → 0) → −Ze2/r = −Z~2/maBr, and
Eq.(9) redues to

d2χ

dr2
+

2Z

raB
χ = 0 (20)

This presents a onvenient starting point for obtaining

an approximate solution to the di�erential equation (9)

via the method of omparison equations as desribed by

Berry and Mount [23℄. Sine Eq.(20) is exatly solvable,

and the potentials of Eqs.(9) and (20) are somewhat sim-

ilar, the solution to (9) should be also similar to that of

(20) and an be transformed into it by a slight deforma-

tion of oordinates and an amplitude adjustment. The

details of �nding an appropriate mapping are given in

Ref. [23℄; the resulting approximate solution of (9) is

then given by

χ(r) ∼
(

S(r)

S′(r)

)1/2

J1

(

S(r)

~

)

(21)

The method of omparison equations inludes the on-

ventional semilassial treatment as a speial ase [23℄.

From this more general viewpoint Eq. (15) an be viewed

as a result of the deformation and amplitude adjustment

of the �retangular well� sine solution.

To assess the auray of (21) let us �rst look at the

limit S(r)/~ ≪ 1. Aording to Eq.(16) this orresponds
to r → 0 when Us(r) → −Z~2/maBr. Then S(r →
0)/~ → (8Zr/aB)

1/2
and χ(r → 0) ∼ r1/2J1(

√

8Zr/aB)
whih an be reognized as the solution to (20).

In the opposite limit S(r)/~ ≫ 1 a semilassial ap-

proximation is expeted to be valid and Eq.(21) simpli�es

to χ(r) ∼ (S′(r))
−1/2

sin(S(r)/~ − π/4). This is similar

to the naive semilassial result (15) with the extra phase

of −π/4 orreting for the failure of the standard semi-

lassial treatment in the Coulomb �eld of harge Ze at
distanes r . aB/Z. Thus for the inner potential Us(r)
whih has a Coulombi singularity as r → 0 but is oth-

erwise smooth the analog of Eq.(19) is

µsc = −x0
π

+
S0

π~
(22)

The expression for the sattering length orresponding

to Eq.(21) an be found with the help of Eq.(10)

as
r0

= 1−4

(

x0

(

~

S0

+
J0(

S0

~
)− J2(

S0

~
)

J1(
S0

~
)

)

− r0U
′
s(r0)

Us(r0)

)−1

(23)

where we also used the ondition of ontinuity (18).

Eq.(23) an be used to go beyond the semilassial ex-

pression (22). Combining Eqs.(14) and (23) we �nd that

in the x0, S0/~ ≫ 1 limit the quantum defet an be

presented as µ = µsc + δµ where µsc is the semilassial

answer (22) and the orretion,

δµ =
r0U

′
s(r0)

4πx0Us(r0)

(

1− sin
2S0

~

)

, (24)

aptures the Zel'dovih e�et now manifesting itself as a

simple harmoni modulation superimposed on the semi-

lassial bakground. The period of the osillation is ex-

atly one de Broglie's half-wave while the amplitude is of

the order x−1
0 . The fat that the latter is independent of

the number of de Broglie's half-waves �tting inside Us(r)
implies that the Zel'dovih e�et persists for any value of

S0/π~.

B. Thomas-Fermi model of atomi ion:

semilassial solution

Below we follow Latter [10℄ and assume that the po-

tential of the atomi ion Us(r) an be approximated by

the Thomas-Fermi theory [24℄:

Us(r) = − ~
2Z

maBr
φ(
rZ1/3

baB
) (25)

where b = (3π/4)1/2/2 ≃ 0.885, and the universal fun-

tion φ(y) is the solution to the nonlinear Thomas-Fermi

equation

y1/2
d2φ

dy2
= φ3/2 (26)

subjet to the boundary onditions φ(0) = 1 and φ(∞) =
0 [24℄. Then the size of the ion r0 and thus the range

parameter x0 (7) are determined by the ontinuity on-

dition (18), i. e. when the Thomas-Fermi potential (25)

meets the Coulomb potential of unit harge:

φ(
x20Z

1/3

8b
) =

1

Z
(27)
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Eqs. (25) and (27) imply that the natural variable

to haraterize the strength of the potential of the

atomi ion is Z1/3
. Indeed, the typial length sale

of the Thomas-Fermi theory is aB/Z
1/3

, the magni-

tude of the typial potential is (Z~2/maB)(Z
1/3/aB) =

(~2/ma2B)Z
4/3

, and thus the dimensionless oupling on-

stant w ≃ mr20 |Us|/~2 whih entered the general analysis

of Setion II is of the order Z2/3
; the parameter Z1/3

then

parallels ζ ≃ w1/2
used in the retangular well example

of the inner potential.

Sine the Thomas-Fermi funtion φ(y) is a monoton-

ially dereasing funtion of its argument, the x0(Z
1/3

)

dependene de�ned through Eq.(27) is a monotonially

inreasing funtion of Z1/3
. The boundary ondition

φ(0) = 1 implies that x0(1) = 0 whih is in aor-

dane with the expetation that for Hydrogen (Z = 1) we
have the standard Coulomb problem in the whole spae

(x0 = 0). As evident from (27) small values of φ are

relevant for large Z; in view of φ(y → ∞) → 144/y3 [24℄
this means that there is an upper bound to the range

parameter, x0(∞) = 213/631/3b1/2 ≃ 6.092.
Another quantity of interest is the number of de

Broglie's half-waves �tting inside the Thomas-Fermi

atomi ion

S0

π~
=

r0
∫

0

(−2mUs(r)

π2~2

)1/2

dr

=
(2b)1/2Z1/3

π

x2

0
Z1/3/8b
∫

0

(

φ(y)

y

)1/2

dy (28)

whih is a monotonially inreasing funtion of Z1/3
: for

Z → 1 it vanishes as x0/π while for large Z we have

S0/π~ ∼ Z1/3
, a known result [14℄.

For intermediate values of the atomi number the Z1/3

dependenes of the range parameter x0 and the number

of de Broglie's half-waves S0/π~ an be found by numer-

ially solving the Thomas-Fermi equation (26), inverting

(27), and omputing the integral (28). The results are

displayed in Fig. 6 where we show x0/π and S0/π~ as

funtions of Z1/3
. These funtions are used to also plot

the semilassial quantum defet given by Eq.(22). To as-

sess the auray of the resulting µsc(Z
1/3) dependene

we need to verify whether approximations used to derive

Eq.(22) are adequate. The �rst assumption, x0 ≫ 1, is
equivalent to the assertion that the quantum defet for

Us(r) = 0 an be replaed by its large x0 limit. Looking

at Fig. 1 where the dependenes in question are ompared

we onlude that �large� here really means x0 & π. The
seond, semilassial assumption S0/~ ≫ 1 in pratie

has a good auray provided S0/π~, the number of de

Broglie's half-waves �tting into the inner potential Us(r),
is anything more than one or two. Inspeting Fig. 6 we

see that the onditions x0/π & 1 and S0/π~ & 2 are

satis�ed for Z & 8. This is also the pratial ondition

for the Thomas-Fermi-Latter model of the residual ion

to be appliable. We note additionally that although
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Figure 6: Plots of the number of de Broglie's half-waves

S0/π~, (28), the range parameter x0/π, (27), and semilas-

sial quantum defet µsc, (22) as funtions of Z1/3
for the

Thomas-Fermi model of the residual atomi ion.

Eq.(22) is not expeted to be valid for smallest Z, the
limit µ(1) = 0 is nevertheless orretly reprodued and

for any Z the semilassial quantum defet is an inreas-

ing positive funtion of Z1/3
in aordane with physial

expetation. We onlude that exept possibly for the

elements of the �rst row of the Periodi Table, the semi-

lassial result for the quantum defet Eq.(22) shown in

Fig. 6 is aurate; only qualitative agreement is expeted

for lightest elements.

C. Beyond semilassial approximation: onnetion

to binding properties of ioni ore

A more aurate µ(Z1/3) dependene an be found

by omputing the sattering length (23) and substitut-

ing the outome together with the x0(Z
1/3) dependene,

Fig. 6, in our general expression for the quantum defet

(11). The result is shown in Fig. 7 where we also plot the

semilassial quantum defet, µsc, Eq.(22) (gray sale).

It now beomes obvious that for any Z the bulk ontribu-

tion into the quantum defet is well-aptured semilassi-

ally. The Zel'dovih spetral modulation learly visible

in Fig. 7 is a relatively weak e�et. To separate the mod-

ulation from the monotoni s semilassial bakground

the inset shows the di�erene δµ = µ − µsc whih ap-

pears to be a nearly periodi funtion of Z1/3
. To better

understand the meaning of this periodiity the inset also

shows the limiting expression (24) (gray sale) [25℄. Both

urves are exatly in phase and for su�iently heavy el-

ements their magnitudes agree semi-quantitatively. This

observation implies that the Zel'dovih modulation is a

periodi funtion of the number of de Broglie's half-waves

�tting inside the ioni ore of the atom.

A omplementary way to see the onnetion between

the spetral modulation and the binding properties is

presented in Fig. 8 where we ompare the δµ(Z1/3) de-
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Figure 7: Dependene of the quantum defet µ on Z1/3
along

with its semilassial approximant µsc, Eq.(22) (gray sale).

The inset shows the Zel'dovih modulation δµ(Z1/3) = µ−µsc

together with the limiting expression, Eq.(24) (gray sale).

pendene with the behavior of the sattering length of

the residual atomi ion (23). The latter, numerially

omputed for the Thomas-Fermi model of the residual

atomi ion, Eqs.(25) - (28), is shown in gray sale. The

binding singularities of the sattering length are nearly

equidistant on�rming the earlier observation that the

parameter Z1/3
is analogous to ζ used in Figs. 3 and 5

to display the Zel'dovih e�et for the retangular well

model of the inner potential. A qualitatively similar be-

havior of the sattering length of the Thomas-Fermi atom

as a funtion of Z has been reported by Robinson [26℄;

quantitative di�erenes may be attributed to the assump-

tion [26℄ that the Thomas-Fermi potential vanishes at a

distane of the order aB/Z
1/3

whih is di�erent from our

hoie of r0, Eqs.(18) and (27).

Fig. 8 makes it lear that the maxima of the osillation

δµ our when as = r0, i. e. when the node of the

funtion χ(r) in Eq.(1) oinides with the boundary of

the atomi ion. On the other hand, the minima of δµ
are orrelated with binding singularities of the ioni ore,

as = ±∞, thus orresponding to the antinode of χ(r)
being near the ion boundary.

IV. COMPARISON WITH EXPERIMENTAL

AND NUMERICAL DATA

We found experimental values of quantum defets for

37 elements of the Periodi Table. These data and their

soures are ompiled in Table 1 where we also list sys-

temati quantum defets of our work (also displayed in

Fig. 7). Some of the �gures whih we regard as �exper-

imental� ame from an on-line database [29℄ where the

quantum defet is omputed from available spetrosopi

data.

In ases of He, Be, Mg, Ca, and Mo there is more than
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Figure 8: Dependenes of the Zel'dovih modulation δµ =
µ − µsc and the redued sattering length of the ioni ore

as/r0 (gray sale) on Z1/3
. The lines as/r0 = 0 and as/r0 = 1

are also shown to help the eye.
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Figure 9: Systemati, experimental, and numerial depen-

denes of the quantum defet µ on Z1/3
. To help orientation

within the Periodi Table experimental alkali data are irled.

one value of the quantum defet available depending on

the angular momentum of the ioni ore of the atom.

Sine our theory represents average properties and does

not distinguish between di�erent LS terms of an atomi

on�guration, in Table 1 we hose to show only the values

orresponding to lowest angular momentum of the ioni

ore. It turns out they better agree with our alulation

than those left out.

The works of Manson [11℄ and Fano, Theodosiou and

Dehmer [12℄ ontain graphs of numerially evaluated

µ(Z) dependene for all elements. After verifying that

the results of both studies are nearly idential, we hose

to restrit ourselves to those of the later Ref.[12℄.

Experimental, numerial and systemati µ(Z1/3) de-

pendenes are displayed in Fig. 9. In order to produe

the numerial urve, the data [12℄ have been sanned,

digitized, and replotted as a funtion of Z1/3
. We also
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Table I: Experimentally measured quantum defets for series

of elements with their atomi numbers Z and orresponding

referenes. Systemati quantum defets of this work are also

displayed for omparison.

Z Element Experimental µ Referene Systemati µ

2 He .139 [27℄ .110

3 Li .400 [28℄ .336

4 Be .670 [29℄ .478

5 B 1.000 [29℄ .600

6 C 1.050 [29℄ .744

7 N 1.091 [29℄ .904

8 O 1.132 [29℄ 1.040

9 F 1.203 [29℄ 1.144

10 Ne 1.300 [30℄ 1.229

11 Na 1.348 [28℄ 1.307

12 Mg 1.517 [29℄ 1.388

13 Al 1.758 [31℄ 1.476

14 Si 1.816 [29℄ 1.574

16 S 1.947 [29℄ 1.774

17 Cl 2.128 [32℄ 1.861

18 Ar 2.140 [30℄ 1.935

19 K 2.180 [28℄ 1.999

20 Ca 2.340 [27℄ 2.056

22 Ti 2.400 [33℄ 2.161

23 V 2.300 [33℄ 2.134

26 Fe 2.600 [33℄ 2.390

29 Cu 2.600 [27℄ 2.594

30 Zn 2.639 [34℄ 2.660

36 Kr 3.100 [30℄ 2.956

37 Rb 3.131 [35℄ 2.994

38 Sr 3.269 [27℄ 3.031

39 Y 3.385 [36℄ 3.067

42 Mo 3.476 [37℄ 3.180

47 Ag 3.600 [38℄ 3.404

49 In 3.720 [39℄ 3.503

54 Xe 4.000 [30℄ 3.722

55 Cs 4.049 [40℄ 3.759

56 Ba 4.200 [27℄ 3.793

70 Yb 4.280 [27℄ 4.193

78 Pt 4.611 [36℄ 4.479

79 Au 4.660 [41℄ 4.515

83 Bi 4.890 [27℄ 4.645

irled loations of alkali metals beause their ioni ores

have noble element eletroni on�gurations thus mark-

ing (for the Rydberg atom problem) the end of a period.

Fig. 9 makes it lear that all three dependenes are

in fairly good agreement and Z1/3
is ertainly the right

variable to use for analysis. It is not surprising that nu-

merial results [12℄ are generally in better agreement with

experimental data than our systemati �ndings beause

our alulation omits the shell e�ets.

A. E�ets of shell struture

In order to be able to separate systemati and shell ef-

fets, in Fig. 10 we display δµ = µ−µsc, the modulation
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Figure 10: Modulation of systemati, experimental and nu-

merial quantum defet δµ = µ−µsc relative to the semilas-

sial bakground, Eq.(22) as a funtion of Z1/3
.

of the quantum defet relative to the monotoni semilas-

sial bakground, Eq.(22), whih aounts for the bulk of

the quantum defet value. Fig. 10 shows that the exper-

imental and numerial variations of the quantum defet

are bounded whih is onsistent with the view that they

are due to repetitive physis. Moreover, the systemati

modulation due to the Zel'dovih e�et appears to have

an amplitude whih is several times smaller than those

of experimental and numerial data. This observation

implies that it may be possible to understand gross fea-

tures of the experimental and numerial modulations of

the quantum defet as mostly due to the e�ets of the

shell struture.

This viewpoint an be supported by qualitative anal-

ysis whih rests on the semilassial result (22). First,

let us antiipate the outome of inorporating the shell

e�ets into the alulation. This amounts to replaing

the smooth inner potential Us(r) by one with modula-

tions due to the spatial variation of the eletron density

re�eting the shell struture. This replaement will re-

sult in a value of the size of the ioni ore r0, Eq.(18),
generally di�erent from its systemati ounterpart.

Let us additionally assume that the inner potential

Us(r) with shell e�ets inluded is still su�iently smooth

so that a semilassial treatment is valid. The orre-

sponding quantum defet (22) will deviate away from the

systemati result due to di�erent values of the range pa-

rameter x0, Eq.(7), and the number of de Broglie's half-

waves, S0/π~. Beause the latter involves the integral of
(−Us(r))

1/2
from zero to r0 (see Eqs.(16) and (28)) the

modulations above and below the systematis present in

Us(r) are expeted to largely anel eah other and the

deviation from our results an be mostly attributed to

the di�erent size of the ioni ore.

This argument implies that the quantum defet is

strongly sensitive to the value of the size of ioni ore

r0 and weakly sensitive to the details of the inner po-
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Figure 11: Slater's ioni radii for singly-harged positive ions

together with a series of orresponding ioni radii in rystals

and systemati sizes of ioni ore of the Rydberg atom, all in

atomi units, as funtions of Z1/3
. Numerial variation of the

quantum defet δµ = µ − µsc is also displayed to show the

orrelation with Slater's radii.

tential Us(r). In reality the inner potential may not be

smooth enough for the semilassial treatment to be quan-

titatively orret. Therefore we do not expet more than

a qualitative insight into the trends of the variations of

the quantum defet indued by the shell e�ets.

The simple rule that emerges an be most easily de-

dued from Fig. 6 by keeping in mind the relationship

between the range parameter x0, Eq.(7) and the size of

the ioni ore r0 ∝ x20: deviation in r0 away from system-

atis leads to the same sign deviation in the quantum de-

fet. Sine the size of the ioni ore of the Rydberg atom

has a physial meaning lose to that of an ioni radius,

to verify the orrelation we need a set of ioni radii for

singly-harged positive ions as a funtion of position Z
along the Periodi Table.

Seventy �ve years ago J. C. Slater [42℄ gave a very use-

ful, general, empirial set of rules to approximate analyt-

ially atomi wave funtions for all the elements in any

stage of ionization. The radial part of the single-eletron

wave funtion is seleted in the form

ψ(r) ∝ rn
∗−1e−Z∗r/n∗aB

(29)

whih an be reognized as the large-distane asympotis

of a Hydrogen-like wave funtion with an e�etive quan-

tum number n∗
and an e�etive nulear harge Z∗e.

Based on the underlying eletroni struture, Slater's

rules assign values of n∗
and Z∗

to the eletrons of eah

shell of an atom or ion, so that a omplete set of single-

eletron wave funtions an be onstruted.

For a given shell the maximum of the eletron density

4πr2ψ2(r) is loated at

rmax/aB = (n∗)2/Z∗
(30)

whih formally oinides with the expression for the ra-

dius of the orresponding irular orbit in Bohr's old the-

ory. The radius of the maximum density of the outermost

shell is expeted to orrelate with the size of the atom or

ion. Spei�ally, Slater de�nes an ioni radius r0 > rmax

as a distane at whih the eletron density beomes 10%

of its maximal value.

Using the existing knowledge of eletroni on�gura-

tions [43℄ we applied Slater's rules to alulate the ioni

radii of singly-harged positive ions. The result is shown

in Fig. 11 where the elements marking the beginning or

an end of more dramati hanges in the ioni radius are

labeled. For omparison we also displayed a series of

ioni rystal radii [44℄ used for prediting and visualizing

rystal strutures. Crystal ioni radii are based on exper-

imental rystal struture determinations, empirial rela-

tionships, and theoretial alulations. As Fig. 11 shows,

they are in fair agreement with their Slater's ounter-

parts. We hasten to mention that neither Slater's nor

the rystal ioni radii are expeted to oinide with what

we de�ne as the size of the ioni ore of the Rydberg

atom, Eq.(18). It seems highly plausible, however, that

Slater's ioni radii are orrelated with the sizes of ioni

ore of the Rydberg atom.

Inspetion of Fig. 11 tells us that the average Slater's

ioni radius slowly grows with Z1/3
in fairly good agree-

ment with our systemati result. A loser look reveals

that our systemati radius appears to be onsistently

smaller than its Slater's ounterpart. If the same re-

lationship would hold between the systemati and (un-

known) exat sizes of ioni ores of Rydberg atoms, then

the fat that experimental and numerial quantum de-

fets in Figs. 9 and 10 are generally larger than their

systemati ounterparts would be explained.

The large variation of the Slater's ioni radius away

from the average trend is due to the e�ets of the shell

struture. Their role in determining the ioni radius an

be most easily visualized based on the expression for the

radius of the maximum eletron density (30) whih or-

relates with the ioni radius. This result emphasizes the

following main priniples:

(i) As Z inreases, all the n levels move down in energy

whih amounts to replaing n by its e�etive ounterpart

n∗ ≤ n. If the eletrons are added to an outer shell, the

e�etive nulear harge Z∗e seen by eah of them grad-

ually inreases. This is beause the outer shell eletrons

are relatively ine�ient in shielding the nulear harge.

As a result the ion slowly ontrats.

(ii) As a new outer shell begins to �ll, the e�et of going

into the higher shell outweighs the e�et of lowering of

an n level as Z inreases to Z+1. This orresponds to an
abrupt inrease of the e�etive prinipal quantum num-

ber n∗
. Moreover, the e�etive harge Z∗e seen by the

outermost eletron drops beause now all remaining Z−2
eletrons belong to inner shells thus e�iently sreening

the nulear harge. These hanges in n∗
and Z∗

ause a

sharp inrease of the ion size.

Slater's rules [42℄ add a quantitative aspet to these

priniples. In the following explanation of the variation

of the ioni radius, Fig. 11, we are always speaking of the
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positive singly-harged ions whose eletroni on�gura-

tions are taken from the NIST database [43℄.

In going from

2
He (1s1), to

3
Li (1s2) the ion size

dereases. As one moves to

4
Be ([He℄2s1) the added

eletron enters the higher 2s shell, and the ioni ra-

dius sharply inreases. Similar inreases take plae

as one goes from every alkali to the following alkali

earth ion. A related jump in ioni radius also ours

past every noble element ion,

29
Cu ([Ar℄3d10) → 30

Zn

([Ar℄3d104s1), 47
Ag ([Kr℄4d10) → 48

Cd ([Kr℄4d105s1),
and

79
Au ([Xe℄4f145d10) → 80

Hg ([Xe℄4f145d106s1) be-
ause a higher s-shell starts to be oupied. An analogous
argument explains the sharp inrease of ioni radius while

going from

24
Cr ([Ar℄3d5) to 25

Mn ([Ar℄3d54s1) and from
42
Mo ([Kr℄4d5) to 43

T ([Kr℄4d55s1)

As one moves from

4
Be ([He℄2s1) to 11

Na ([He℄2s22p6)
the 2s and 2p shells are �lled by the eletrons, and the

ion size gradually dereases. A similar e�et explains the

derease of the ioni radius along the

12
Mg ([Ne℄3s1)�19K

([Ne℄3s23p6), 30
Zn ([Ar℄3d104s1)�37Rb ([Ar℄3d104s24p6),

48
Cd ([Kr℄4d105s1)�55Cs ([Kr℄4d105s25p6), and

80
Hg

([Xe℄4f145d106s1)�87Fr ([Xe℄4f145d106s26p6) sequenes.

The ioni radius dereases through the

20
Ca ([Ar℄4s1)�

21
S ([Ar℄3d14s1)�22Ti ([Ar℄3d24s1) segment. This hap-

pens beause the eletrons �lling the 3d shell only par-

tially sreen the nulear harge - as a result the outer

4s eletron sees a gradual inrease of e�etive Z∗
. The

same argument explains the derease of ion size while go-

ing from

25
Mn ([Ar℄3d54s1) to 26

Fe ([Ar℄3d64s1) whih
is merely a ontinuation of the Ca-Ti segment. The de-

rease of ioni radius through the

73
Ta ([Xe℄4f145d36s1)�

77
Ir ([Xe℄4f145d76s1) series an be similarly under-

stood. In fat, the �rst entry of this series is

70
Yb

([Xe℄4f145d06s1) where we intentionally modi�ed the

standard notation to show the absene of the 5d ele-

tron.

The size of the ion �rst abruptly dereases while

going from

22
Ti ([Ar℄3d24s1) to

23
V ([Ar℄3d4) and

then ontinues dereasing more gradually as one moves

to

24
Cr ([Ar℄3d5). The sudden hange is due to the

fat that the outer shell hanges from 4s to 3d whih

an be viewed as a derease in the e�etive quantum

number n∗
. The subsequent slower inrease of the ioni

radius is due to the inrease of the e�etive nulear

harge Z∗e seen by the larger number of 3d eletrons.

The same trend is exhibited in the

40
Zr ([Kr℄4d25s1)�

41
Nb ([Kr℄4d4)�42Mo ([Kr℄4d5) sequene. A very

similar behavior is found in the

26
Fe ([Ar℄3d64s1)�

27
Co ([Ar℄3d8)�28Ni ([Ar℄3d9)�29Cu ([Ar℄3d10), 43

T

([Kr℄4d55s1)�44Ru ([Kr℄4d7)� 45
Rh ([Kr℄4d8)�46Pd

([Kr℄4d9)�47Ag ([Kr℄4d10), and

77
Ir ([Xe℄4f145d76s1)�

78
Pt ([Xe℄4f145d9)�79Au ([Xe℄4f145d10) series.

Super�ially, a similar steep derease of the

ion size is followed by more gradual derease in

the

70
Yb ([Xe℄4f146s1)� 71

Lu ([Xe℄4f146s2)� 72
Hf

([Xe℄4f145d16s2) sequene. This behavior an be ex-

plained by notiing that in both steps the e�etive Z∗

felt by a 6s eletron inreases; the inrease during the

seond step is smaller beause inner shell d eletrons are
more e�ient in sreening the nulear harge than s ele-
trons.

While going from

38
Sr ([Kr℄5s1) to 39

Y ([Kr℄5s2) and
to

40
Zr ([Kr℄4d25s1) a derease of ioni radius follows by

an inrease. This happens beause the e�etive Z∗
felt

by an outer 5s eletron �rst inreases and then dereases.
The inrease of the size of the ion is somewhat smaller

than the derease beause two 4d eletrons in Zr only

partially shield two extra units of the nulear harge.

For the

63
Eu ([Xe℄4f76s1)�64Gd ([Xe℄4f75d16s1)�

65
Tb ([Xe℄4f96s1) sequene the ioni radius �rst de-

reases and then inreases bak to its initial value. This

happens beause the d eletron in Gd is less e�etive in

shielding the nulear harge than the f eletron in Tb

(onsidered perfet in Slater's sheme).

One of the less intuitive inreases of ioni radius takes

plae while going from

56
Ba ([Xe℄6s1) to 57

La ([Xe℄5d2).
On one hand, the e�etive prinipal quantum number

n∗
dereases whih aording to (30) should lower the

ioni radius. However as ompared to the 6s eletron

of Ba, the e�etive Z∗
seen by one of La's 5d eletrons

also dereases. This happens beause the inner shell 5sp
eletrons sreen the nulear harge more e�etively if the

outer shell eletrons are in a d state (La) as ompared to

an s state (Ba). As a result the derease in Z∗
outweighs

the derease in n∗
thus leading to an inrease of the ion

size. A very similar argument explains the reversed de-

rease of ioni radius taking plae as one goes from

58
Ce

([Xe℄4f15d2) (whose size is idential to that of La) to

59
Pr ([Xe℄4f36s1) (idential in size to Ba). Here the role

of the 4f eletrons merely redues to ompensating for

the inrease of the nulear harge.

The ioni radius does not hange as one moves from

57
La ([Xe℄5d2) to 58

Ce ([Xe℄4f15d2) beause the inrease
of nulear harge is exatly ompensated by adding a

4f eletron. The same argument explains the on-

stany of the ioni radius along most of the lanthanide

sequene,

59
Pr ([Xe℄4f36s1)� 63

Eu ([Xe℄4f76s1), 65
Tb

([Xe℄4f96s1)� 70
Yb ([Xe℄4f146s1). The only exeption

from this trend,

64
Gd ([Xe℄4f75d16s1, has already been

disussed.

Now when the variations of the Slater's ioni radius

are understood, we an ompare them with experimental

and numerial modulations of the quantum defet. Sine

the numerial data are more extensive than experimen-

tal �ndings, and the agreement between the two is fairly

good, in Fig. 11 we only show the variation of the nu-

merially evaluated quantum defet δµ = µ − µsc. The

inspetion of Fig. 11 leaves no doubt that the variations

of the quantum defet with Z1/3
are orrelated with those

of the Slater's ioni radius - even the minute hanges of

the latter �nd their way in the orresponding hanges of

the former.

There are however two plaes where it appears there

is a disagreement with expetation:

(i) Along most of the lanthanide sequene the Slater's

ioni radius does not hange while the variation of the
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quantum defet dereases. This an be understood as an

artifat of the Slater's rules. In reality the f eletrons

do not perfetly sreen the nulear harge. Therefore the

e�etive harge seen by the outer 6s eletron inreases

with Z1/3
and orrespondingly the ioni radius should

derease. Then the quantum defet variation should de-

rease as well whih is in orrespondene with numerial

results. We also note that the Gd dip of the ioni radius

is reprodued in the quantum defet variation.

(ii) For the elements past Hg, the Slater's ioni radius

dereases with Z1/3
while the variation of the quantum

defet inreases. The reason why it happens is unlear.

It annot be ruled out that here the e�ets of the shell

struture might be so strong that our orrelation rule

derived from semilassial arguments breaks down qual-

itatively.

Overall, the analysis of this setion makes it ertain

that the gross features of the quantum defet variation

with Z1/3
are due to the e�ets of the shell struture.

B. Zel'dovih modulation

Qualitative analysis is of little use in trying to see the

Zel'dovih e�et in experimental and numerial data be-

ause the Zel'dovih modulation has an amplitude whih

is several times smaller than that due to the e�ets of the

shell struture (see Fig. 10). A way to proeed quantita-

tively is suggested by the fashion in whih the shell and

systemati e�ets are oupled.

Inspeting the limiting expression for the Zel'dovih

modulation, Eq.(24), it is straightforward to see that af-

ter replaing systemati Us(r) with the one aounting

for the shell struture, the amplitude of the Zel'dovih

modulation will beome strongly sensitive to the e�ets

of the shell struture beause it is determined by the log-

arithmi derivative of the inner potential Us(r) and the

range parameter x0. On the other hand, the period of

the osillation is far less sensitive to the e�ets of the

shell struture sine it is determined by the number of

de Broglie's half-waves �tting inside the ioni ore of the

atom.

This last observation suggests that it might be possible

to see the Zel'dovih e�et in the experimental and nu-

merial Fourier spetra of the quantum defet variation

δµ = µ− µsc (see Fig. 10) as a peak whose loation an

be brought in orrespondene with the systemati theory.

To proeed in this diretion, in a range of Z1/3
of length

L we expand the quantum defet variation into a Fourier

series

δµ(Z1/3) =
∑

k=2πp/L

µk exp(ikZ
1/3) (31)

where p = 0,±1,±2, .... In order to numerially evaluate

the Fourier oe�ients µk = µ∗
−k, the experimental and

numerial δµ(Z1/3) dependenes (see Fig. 10) were �tted
with a ubi spline whih was then sampled equidistantly

 0  5  10  15  20

|µ
κ|

k

Systematic
Experimental

Numerical

Figure 12: Systemati, experimental and numerial ampli-

tudes of the Fourier oe�ients of the quantum defet varia-

tion (arbitrary units, same normalization ) |µk| as funtions of
k for k ≥ 0. The peaks at k ≃ 11 orrespond to the Zel'dovih

e�et.

in Z1/3
to extrat the Fourier spetrum. The result for

the magnitude of the Fourier oe�ients |µk| as a fun-

tion of k is displayed in Fig. 12 as a series of solid dots

whih for onveniene are onneted by straight line seg-

ments. The unertainty of the loation of eah dot along

the k axis, 2π/L, is the distane between the nearest

values of k. Sine the last available experimental quan-

tum defet orresponds to

83
Bi (see Table 1), for both

experimental and numerial data we restrited ourselves

to L = 831/3. The �nite values of µ0 orrespond to the

presene of nonzero bakground in experimental and nu-

merial δµ(Z1/3) dependenes and are of no interest to

us.

For omparison in Fig. 12 we also show the Fourier

spetrum of our systemati alulation whih, as ex-

peted, has only one peak orresponding to the Zel'dovih

e�et. The position of the peak along the k axis an be

understood from the large Z asymptotis of the Thomas-

Fermi ation S0/~ ≃ 5.2Z1/3
(28). Comparing this with

the limiting expression for the Zel'dovih modulation (24)

we would expet a peak at k ≃ 10.4. The peak in

Fig. 12 is loated at a slightly di�erent value of k ≃ 11
whih is due to the fat that the asymptoti behavior

S0/~ ≃ 5.2Z1/3
beomes numerially aurate only for

Z1/3
exeeding 10.

Both the experimental and numerial spetra in Fig. 12

have peaks at the same value of k ≃ 11 whih we argue

are the signatures of the Zel'dovih e�et.

It is urious that both experimental and numerial

spetra have another peak in ommon loated at k ≃ 5.5.
This peak whih is about twie as high as that due to the

Zel'dovih e�et is natural to relate to the e�ets of the

shell struture. The existene of this peak translates into

the (2π/5.5)Z1/3 = 1.14Z1/3
periodiity of the quantum

defet variation due to the e�ets of the shell struture.

This onlusion resembles the Z1/3
periodi osillation of
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the ground-state energy of an atom away from the sys-

temati trend [45℄. With unertainty of the peak loation

in mind, one may speulate that our result is a manifes-

tation of the same e�et for highly-exited states. More

work is neessary to bring understanding to this issue.

We also repeated the same Fourier analysis by hoos-

ing the range of Z1/3
to be L = 1021/3 whih inludes all

the numerial data. As far as experimental data go in the

range of Z1/3
between 831/3 and 1021/3 we used extrap-

olation of our ubi spline �t. As a result the peaks just

disussed slightly hange their positions and amplitudes

but within the 2π/L unertainty systemati, experimen-

tal and numerial Fourier spetra share a peak in om-

mon orresponding to the Zel'dovih e�et. Similarly,

experimental and numerial spetra ontinue to share a

peak in ommon due to the e�ets of the shell struture.

V. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE

DIRECTIONS

In this paper we analyzed in a model-independent fash-

ion the weakly-bound s spetra of the distorted Coulomb
problem for arbitrary relationship between the range of

the inner potential and Bohr's radius of the Coulomb

�eld. We demonstrated that the spetra are fairly sensi-

tive to the binding properties of the inner potential whih

onstitutes the essene of the Zel'dovih e�et, and es-

tablished the orresponding details of spetral hanges.

Armed with these results, we onduted an analysis of

experimental and numerial Rydberg spetra of atoms

along the Periodi Table whih indeed show an evidene

of the Zel'dovih e�et. Our analysis an be extended

and adopted in several diretions:

First, there is an abundane of experimental and nu-

merial data for atomi Rydberg states of �nite angular

momenta whih are likely to ontain signatures of the

Zel'dovih e�et. However, in the limit of a very short-

ranged inner potential the way the e�et manifests it-

self is somewhat di�erent from its s state ounterpart

[7℄. This observation makes it pertinent to generalize our

analysis to the ase of �nite angular momentum.

It has been known for some time [46℄ that the Ryd-

berg formula (2) is superior to the Wannier (Bohr) for-

mula quoted in textbooks [2℄ in representing exitoni

spetra in ondensed matter systems. Experimental ex-

amples here inlude lean and doped rare-gas solids and

rare-gas impurities in solid hydrogen. Although this is

a ontext in whih the Zel'dovih e�et has been origi-

nally disovered [3℄, to the best of our knowledge there

were no attempts to relate it to exitoni quantum de-

fets. Beause of the dieletri sreening of the Coulomb

interation, the Zel'dovih e�et in these systems is ex-

peted to be more pronouned than in atomi Rydberg

spetra. Only minor hanges to our analysis are needed

to understand the exitoni Rydberg spetra.

Other examples of systems where the Zel'dovih ef-

fet should have experimental signatures inlude Ryd-

berg ions and eletroni image states [47℄.
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